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The intent of this practicum is to reevaluate the role of infrastructure and how it is incorporated

into a suburban context in the City of Winnipeg. The visible aspects of systems within an

infrastructure corridor, in particular hydro-electric lines, land drainage systems, railway, and

transportation routes, are the focus of the study.

The project begins by explaining historical and recent concepts dealing with systems of

infrastructure. Then the more current progressive movements of infrastructure treatment are

discussed to lay the foundation for the conceptual design of the site. The completion of a site

inventory and analysis illustrate the conditions of the infrastructure corridor and suburban

environments that are common to many North American cities.

By dealing with infrastructure as a part of the suburban landscape and exploring options of their

spatial connection, the project culminates in a flexible design solution with examples of site detail

treatments along the corridor.
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PANT I

lnfrastructure is the great constructed pattern of grids, channels, pipes and networks that cross the

land for the movement of people, wate¡ goods, and energy.

Canadians reside in a country where the landscape of future developments can continue to spread as

far as the eye can see. Canada has one of the lowest population densities in the world at 8.4 people

per square mile (Pearson Education, 2004) and despite the expansion of many Canadian cities, it

seems that land with continue to be available.

The future livability of Canadian cities, and particularly of suburban environment, depends on the

methods by which we configure their shape through the placement and manipulation of visible energy

and transportation infrastructure. The patterns of installation of utility lines, highway strips, drainage

ditches and other systems control the future patterns of the city, and can overrun and ignore the

character of the local environments that they cross.

ln suburban or 'edge city' settings, open space exists at a grand scale for the purpose of

infrastructure, possibly because the space is there in Winnipeg, for example. As a result, these spaces

- transportation and utility corridors - segregate the land. The separation of home and services has

become dramatically clear because of the lack of connection of infrastructure to local environment.

tr



The goal of this practicum is to explore the potential of the spaces currently dominated

by infrastructure in suburhan Winnipeg, and to make proposals for transforming the

relationship between residential subdivisions and underdeveloped adiacent infrastructure

corridors.

Objective #1: To investigate current construction practices for various types of infrastructure

systems.

Objective #2: To explore the ways to integrate an infrastructure corridor into a suburban setting.

Objective #3: To demonstrate the effects of shifting land use from infrastructural function to

community and open space activities.

Objective ll4: To demonstrate the use of linear infrastructure systems as connective tools for

linking communities with recreational, ecological and social nodes.

Objective #5: To use infrastructure as a means of spatial exploration in the vehicular and

pedestrian landscape.

tr



Methodology

ln order to satisfy the goal and objectives of this practicum, I began by reading books and

journals to discover the definition, purpose, and roles of infrastructure in the city.

The practicum site was selected because I had lived nearby for

many years and I have come to notice the problems that exist

between the infrastructural space and the neighborhoods. A

site inventory and analysis of the site itself and the city context

was undertaken in order to realize the physical potential and

character of the corridor. A series of photographs and video

observations recorded during site visits led me further into the

analysis stage of the project. I have toured the site both as a

pedestrian and as a driver to enrich my familiarity of the spatial

characteristics of the site.

The functions of the infrastructure systems were examined in order

to comprehend their essential components. ln particular, the road,

hydro-electric, and drainage systems have been examined. This

information aided me in the design process of the project.Fig 1.1. Map of Winnipeg (Sherlock, 1993)



Design scenarios have been explored of what else might become of this space to work out the

spatial possibilities of the space of infrastructure. I have found and studied precedents for the

effective handling of the relationship between communities and infrastructure space, and explored

written research into the development of the city and suburban neighborhoods.

Finally, design proposals are presented that provide alternatives for the inclusion of large scale

infrastructure in outdoor places that are used everyday. The conceptual design was developed

to create a spatial language for the site. This concept was applied to the base map on a variety

of scales so the conceptual solution could be applied to other parts of Winnipeg and for future

development in other cities, and so that the master plan and design details can be visualized

easily. This method aims to understand the complexity of infrastructure from the city scale down to

the site character.



Thc ílcÍinilion Of Infrastrnelnre

The definition of infrastructure for this project includes the services supplied by public facilities

which distribute services considered essential for maintaining current standards of living. These

services provide methods of transportation, drainage, and supplying utilities. The visible aspect

of infrastructure, its associated space, and potential function for its multiple use is a focus of

concern for this study.

Stan Allen, in his chapter "lnfrastructural Urbanism" (1999), has some insightful views of the role

of infrastructure:

1. lnfrastructure works to construct the site itself and prepares the ground for future
building and creates the conditions for future events. lts primary modes of operation
are: the division, allocation and construction of surfaces; the provision of services
to support future programs; and the establishment of networks for movement,
communication and exchange.

2. lnfrastructures work with time and are open to change. By specifying what must be
fixed and what is subject to change, they can be precise and indeterminate at the
same time. They work through management and cultivation, changing slowly to adjust
to shifting conditions.

3. lnfrastructural work recognizes the collective nature of the city and allows for the
participation of multiple authors. lnfrastructures give direction to future work in the city
by fixing points of the service, access, and structure.



4. lnfrastructures accommodate local contingency while maintaining overall continuity.
They work at both the local and regional scales to accommodate existing conditions
while maintaining functional continuity. Nevertheless, infrastructure's default condition
is regularity and they are above all pragmatic. Because it operates instrumentally,
infrastructural design is indifferent to formal debates. lnvested neither in regularity
nor in irregularity, the designer is free to employ whatever works given any particular
condition.

5. lnfrastructures organize and manage complex systems of flow, movement, and

exchange. What seems crucial is the degree of play designed in the system, slots left
unoccupied, space left free for unanticipated development.

6. lnfrastructural systems work like artificial ecologies. They manage the flows of
energy and resources on a site, and they direct the density and distribution of habitat.
They create the conditions necessary to respond to incremental adjustments in

resource availability, and modify the status of inhabitation in response to changing
environmental cond itions.

7. lnfrastructures allow detailed design of typical elements or repetitive structures,
facilitating an architectural approach to urbanism. lnstead of moving always down in

scale from the generalto the specific, infrastructural design begins with the precise

delineation of specific architectural elements within specific limits. The limits to
architectural design in infrastructural complexes are technical and instrumental.





PART II

Although it is easy to overlook the amenities that infrastructure systems provide us, they are

valuable contributors to our way of life. We rely on their proper functioning, so our lives can

function 'correctly' but they can affect the visual and cultural environment by their design and

organization. Some of the problems and potentials that can be associated with the space of

infrastructure will be discussed in ihe next section.

Prnhlems nÍ Enrrenl lnfreslructure

Misunderstood Systems

Eugene Levy ('1997, 606) states in an article about hydroelectric transmission towers that "they

provide stark, highly visible evidence of giant, ill-understood systems of power generation, as well

as serving as reminders of a now disdained, machine-age aesthetic". The nature of infrastructure

is machine oriented, which may be why few people want to understand its significance to daily

life. lt is with the simple touch of a switch or the turn of the faucet that our practical needs are

met, and so the amount of space and the large structures needed for energy and transport may

seem excessive to those living near them.



A sense of shame and disappointment about the environmental and health effects of

infrastructure may also contribute to the ignorance of the public. Because the practice of building

infrastructure is often narrowly approached, opportunities and requirements of the environment

and community can be overlooked, and this problem contributes to'environmental guilt'(Thayer,

1995). This guilt is how "society feels over how technology has disturbed ecosystems and

obliterated species. ln short, we prefer to hide the evidence and not be constantly reminded of

our techophillic obsession" (lbid).

"Hide it, Escape it"

William Morrish mentions that architects of the early 20th century, namely Le Corbusier, viewed

infrastructure as unsightly utilitíes that should be hidden (Dean, 2003). More currently, planners

and engineers continue to place infrastructure "out of sight and separate from the landscapes

that nurture us spiritually as well as economically" (lbid). lt seems that North American culture

has come to perceive infrastructure as a necessary part of the landscape aesthetic that it is

tolerated at a distance from ones'home. lt is often hidden behind walls and berms, camouflaged

with landscaping, and established on land separate from traditionally livable spaces. As a result,

inhabitable space becomes 'lost'to the jurisdiction of utility companies and civic departments, as

Roger Trancik (1986) states.



Space that is isolated by infrastructure has become lost in the sense that it has been removed

from the realm of the livable landscape. Lost space (anti-space) makes no positive contribution to

the surroundings or its users. These spaces "are ill-defined, without measurable boundaries, and

fail to connect elements in a coherent way" (lbid, 3-4). The edges of freeways, areas between

districts, and utility corridors are such spaces. Gaps in the urban fabric are tolerated, perhaps,

because we can live away from them. Suburban growth tends to cause infrastructure to expand

as well.

Suburban growth is planned extension usually on the outskirts of a city, and increases distances

between homes, retail centres, and businesses, which results in an increased dependence on the

automobile. The needs of vehicles, and energy and utilities for servicing homes and businesses

require infrastructure to be extended around the city edge. The current methods of hiding

infrastructure will continue around the fringe as the city grows if approaches to infrastructure do

not change.

Property Values vs. lnfrastructure

Land values are thought to be affected by the proximity of infrastructure. Pollution, noise, safety

risks and views of roads, railroad tracks, hydro transmission lines, waste disposal sites, airports

and other forms of infrastructure cause nearby properties to be less desirable than those near

parks, schools and corner stores. Various studies on market value of properties in close proximity
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Fig 2.1 . Confusion of Development Guidelines
(Photo: Znidarsic, 2004)

to hydro transmission lines are referenced by Jaconetty (2001): "Considering all of the market

evidence, a value loss of less than 10 percent may be a reasonable expectation for residential

properties. The negative impact is possibly greater for other types of properties".

Although it is unknown how other forms of infrastructure that are not discussed in this project affect

property values, it can be safely assumed by the use of buffers and fences, and the boundaries

between infrastructure corridors and homes, that property not separated from

them is less desirable to inhabit in general.

The Designers of lnfrastructure and the City

The responsibility in designing infrastructure is "diffused, falling piecemeal

to many disciplines - engineering, architecture, landscape architecture,

agriculture, planning, and biology" (Strang, 1996, 9). Engineers have the bulk

of the responsibility in energy, transportation and stormwater retention systems

because they are trusted to produce a functional system, without the extra length

to which an architect or landscape architect may go. However, the solutions

that are created by engineers are often concealed by the work of a landscape

architect introduced to the project in the later stages. This cover up method

does not attempt to successfully solve the real design problem that lies with

infrastructure, which is that function seems to be the only design determinant.



The allocation of property in Winnipeg is primarily rectilinear and disregards spatial, natural,

and cultural borders wherever possible. lt seems that only unavoidable natural boundaries and

landforms can hinder this convention. Spatial efficiency (and cost efficiency) begs for linear

systems to travel the shortest possible distance. ln the case of above ground utility cables,

for example, rights-of-way cut across a variety of ecological and social environments and the

relationship between the infrastructure and the land below can be far from symbiotic.

Folcnliel nf lnfrnslruntnre

Historical lnfrastructure as Gelebrated Landscape

lnfrastructure solutions have not always been regarded as separate from the desirable city

landscape. The ancient Romans took pride in the design and construction of their aqueducts

and road systems and some of them still stand today, emphasizing the permanence and pride

associated with them. ln the last century, North Americans constructed hydro electric dams that

were designed in the art deco and art moderne styles (Dean).

Central Park in New York City is an example of the transformation of neglected land turned

dumping ground into a pastoral landscape that offered relief trom tfre "artificiality and oppression

of urban conditions" (Tate, 200'1, 148). lt manipulated infrastructure systems to work for the

citizens for a variety of purposes, with cross-town traffic routes, inner traffic and pedestrian
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routes, heavily planted wooded areas and open

meadows, and water amenities that controlled the

naturaldrainage on the site. Circulation was separated

by mode to reduce conflict between vehicles (horse-

drawn carriages originally) and pedestrians. The park

became one of the most famous icons of New York City

and was intended to function as the "lungs of the city"

(Dean). Today, Central Park is thought of as a park,

not as a former part of New York's giant infrastructure

system.

A Different Perspective

lnfrastructure is the "visible underpinning of civic life. lt

provides our quality of life, our ability to communicate

and connect and be community animals." (Dean, 2003)

lnfrastructure could become a positive distinguishable

element in the city that is understood to be essentialto

our urban and suburban existence. These systems

Fig 2.2. Central Park, New York City (Virgin City Guides, 1999).
Fig 2.3. 65th Street Transverse (Central Park) (Tate, 2001 ).



"have an inherent spatial and functional order that can serve as the raw material of architectural

design or establish a local identity that has a tangible relationship to the region . . . creating

new layers of urban landmarks, spaces and connections" (Strang, 1996). ln transforming the

appearance of infrastructure elements and by physically positioning infrastructure elements

closer to where people play, work and live, more meaningful relationships between people and

their landscape can begin to evolve. By making these structures more accessible to the public

eye, creative and innovative solutions concerning their location and design may become more

important to the community audience.

Infrastructure Belongs to the People

Every taxpayer puts money into infrastructure creation, expansion, maintenance and into the right

and access to its use, and so we should be more aware of its aesthetic value within our visible

landscape. The background for infrastructure is the space that is consumed by its easements and

rights-of-way. These spaces are usually left empty because they do not relate to the livable space

nearby. An example of the exception would be the easements that belong to the City of Winnipeg,

where utility and water services are buried in front of most single family homes. This space is

often adopted by the homeowner because its separation is invisible. Many homeowners in the

Wolseley area of Winnipeg plant flower gardens and place garden furniture on these spaces. The

reason for this may be the manageable scale and size of the areas and their lack of separation

from the property that people claim as their home.



Multidisciplinary Approach

The designed environment should be created and exist for the best interest and health of people,

animals, plants and the entire ecosystem that supports it all. The current process of producing

infrastructure has individual agencies working alone, which adds to the isolation of infrastructure and its

lack of public appreciation and understanding. A multidisciplinary approach that includes all stakeholders

would be more appropriate to such a publíc resource. Government agencies, organizations, and

community groups concerned about making their neighborhoods and cities more livable need to be

empowered in a more holistic planning strategy. Many professions such as engineers, landscape

architects, architects, artists, and ecologists could turn a project into something that functions and

succeeds in a variety of ways. The political methods by which multidisciplinary collaboration occurs is an

issue that goes beyond the scope of this study.

Long-term Thinking

Because of the costs and immediate need for infrastructure solutions, many projects turn into quick

fixes. An example is the repetitive repair and replacement of the streets in Winnipeg. Every year the

various levels of government spend upwards of $50 million on the repair and upgrading of streets and

highways. Perhaps if more advanced pavement technologies for our climate and soil conditions were

used, then the long{erm costs of repair would be less. The west extension of Bishop Grandin Boulevard

in 1998 is a testing site for newer pavement technologies that are anticipated to be more durable than

the existing street pavements in Winnipeg (lSlS Canada2)and, therefore, willcost less in the future.



The environmental and natural components of infrastructure take time to establish and

function successfully and cannot be forced to reach completion at the same rate as structural

development. Forests and prairie landscapes take years to develop but their effects can last

hundreds of years if managed properly. Planted fields and forests and naturalized wetlands clean

the air and the water that passes through them, affecting the health of other ecosystems and

bioregions.

To conclude, the layers of infrastructure should be considered an essential design product of the

urban landscape by those who design and use them. Just as public parks, schools, and hospitals

are accepted as societal requirements, infrastructural space has the potential of becoming a

collection of spaces for multiple uses and interesting design solutions. This space typically used

for limited purposes can be used for recreation, green space, forested and prairie landscapes,

commercial businesses, cultural centres, and alternative transportation purposes, where the right-

of-way ground surface can be manipulated without disturbing the function of the system.
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The project involves two realms of development within a city: an infrastructure corridor for

transportation and utilities, and the modern suburban neighborhood. These are described to

clarify the context for the site analysis and design portion of the study.

The Transportationl Utility Eorridor
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Fig 3.1. Typical Cross Section of a Transportation / Utility Corridor (Alberta lnfrastructure, 2005)

Corridor Functions

The main focuses of an infrastructure

corridor are linear transportation and

utility facilities. These uses include

major arterial roads, expressways

and associated interchanges,

stormwater management facilities,

gas pipelines, power transmission

lines, telecommunications lines, and

municipal regional water, sanitary

and storm sewer lines (Alberta

lnfrastructure, 2005).



Secondary functions usually occur next to roadways, above buried pipelines, or below power

lines. These may include agriculture, utilities, parking, outdoor storage, recreation and commercial

activities. These corridors may include subdivision-related contouring that encroaches onto the

right-of-way, noise reduction barriers, pathways and supplemental landscaping plants (lbid).

The corridor accommodates the energy, water and transportation infrastructure systems that urban

dwellers depend upon and channels these systems through the city and away from dwellings. This

spatial type is getting longer and more numerous as North American cities grow, increasing the

importance of tackling its cultural position within the city.

Spatial Definition

The corridor is divided into strips of land called rights-of-way (ROW). These ROW are typically

separately managed and maintained by utility companies and city departments. As a result, there

are numerous strips of landscape within a corridor with separate functions. Often, because utilities

such as gas, water, wastewater sewers and stormwater sewers are buried underground, different

functions can be accommodated at grade level. For example, the City of Winnipeg has land

drainage sewers, wastewater sewers, gas pipelines and telecommunications systems beneath the

rights of way controlled by Streets and Transportation (The Streeis and Transportation Department

Works and Operations Division, 1991).



Current Development of Corridors and Recommendations for the Future

ln their book, Rethinking Urban Transport After Modernism (2004), Dewar and Todeschini, review

a case study in South Africa concerning transport and the corridor. They believe the transportation

corridor should be an integrated and designed part of the city that communicates with its

context. These large scale automotive strips seem to divide settlement areas by overlooking

their character and cultural significance. Pedestrians cannot cross the wide limited access

routes (major thoroughfares and expressways) because access has not been designed into the

infrastructure. Large scale and coarse-grained development has also distanced people from each

other and from cultural and commercial resources.

The solution, according to the Dewar and Todeschini, comes in the realization that corridors

cannot be hastily placed across a city or district. They must develop over time and with the

urban development around them so they can respond to each other. Corridors should not be

planned towards an end state and "they do not develop equally along their length, but as a series

of points along a line, which naturally grow towards each other over time" (lbid, 67). Some

recommendations by Dewar and Todeschini are:

1. Corridors cannot be artificially imposed: the pre-conditions for their successful
evolution must be put in place;

2. Corridors are meant to increase levels of accessibility by promoting a more
decentralized activity pattern



Successful corridors attract activities that are conducive to a "stop-start" context,
where some congestion exhibits an active neighborhood;

Frequent access and egress points into and out of the corridor are important for the
activities to be accommodated; and

Corridors need to be flexible and operate in relationship to the adjacent land uses
and layout; there is not one solution to all cases.

Keeping these recommendations in mind, the future of the corridor must be practical for the

utilities and transportation needs as well, so their incorporation into corridor activities must be a

part of corridor planning.

Íh n Sn hu rh I S tt htl Ívis i n n

The edge of the city is growing with residential expansion in the form of the suburb. These

neighborhoods are the way most North Americans live, and they maintain the vision of safety,

clean air, and green space, away from urban noise, crime and congestion.

History

The idea of the North American suburb began in the mid 19th century. ln 1869, Frederick Law

Olmsted was the founder of Riverside, America's first planned suburban community which is

3.

4.



outside of Chicago (Jellicoe, 1996). Riverside covered

'1,600 acres of prairie with houses on big lots set

far back from the street and park areas. Streets

were designed to follow the curve of the riverine

environment and avoided harsh angles and public

grounds for rest and recreation were combined with

attractive and functional access, aiming for the best of

rural and city life. This community seems to pose as

the prototype for the curvilinear subdivision layout that

has been predominant in recent years.

Fig 3.2. Riverside, lllinois - early suburban community
(Jellicoe, 1996)

Definition of the Suburb

The definition of a suburb is different for many

people but frequently, the definition states that it

is "a community that lies apart from the city but is adjacent and dependent upon it" for jobs,

entertainment, hospitals and fire departments, etc. (Palen, 1995, 9).

The definition of the suburb for the purpose of this practicum is described by the context of the

study area. A suburb is a neighborhood that is physically identified with consistent residential

patterns and with noticeable boundary definition from other neighborhoods that is within the



metropolitan boundaries of the city.The suburb is mainly connected to the rest of the city by

automobile and it is dependent upon the city for essential cultural, medical and commercial

resources.

Current Characteristics

Today, suburbs in Winnipeg seem to aim to achieve the street patterns and forms of Riverside,

however the recreational and ecological opportunities are not often replicated. Newer homes in

Winnipeg sit on large lots on curved street layouts for safety and low traffic volumes. Parks, lakes,

and wide boulevards dot the neighborhoods and pedestrians are meant to feel safe to walk down

their street without sidewalks. However, pedestrians and cyclists are forced to share the right-of-

way with the automobile traffic, sometimes with sidewalks provided on the collector routes, and

sometimes without, on the local streets with low traffic flow.

The suburbs of the past 30 years in Winnipeg are primarily on the periphery of the city, far

distances from downtown. However, whereas Olmsted and Calvert Vaux wanted Chicago to

remain the source of employment and marketplace for Riverside, the new suburbs in Winnipeg

tend to grow towards having commercial, cultural, and medical centres of their own, and travel

to, and usage of, the city centre is becoming more uncommon. The boundaries around suburbs

are harshly marked with fences, walls, berms, and plantings which prevent connection to the

city and to each other. The space between subdivisions is often taken up with the transportation/



utility corridor that encourages the face of the suburbs to be introverted. However, suburban

neighborhoods remain dependent upon the services that flow through the entire city and that

relationship could be a source of inspiration to connect the suburbs and the city.

I N FIMAffifiU GTI{U RAL MEOU I ME M ENTS AN D, O PTTI O N S

Hy¡Iro- Electri city

Hydro-electric infrastructure is one of the major systems that exist in the transportation/utility corridor.

The branch of the system within an infrastructure corridor is the transmission lines which carry

electricity to substations in our communities. The voltage is decreased and the power is distributed to

homes and businesses through distribution lines (Kalichuk, 2003).

Manitoba Hydro is the company that provides this self-renewing hydro-electric power to hundreds of

thousands of customers across Manitoba and they construct and maintain the generating stations,

converter stations, the transmission and distribution systems which includes the towers, poles and

cables (lines).

The hydro structures that we see in our city landscape include the shapes that we see in Figure

3.3. "Self-supporting [steel lattice] suspension towers are commonly used for Manitoba Hydro's



high voltage transmission lines across cultivated land, because

the base occupies a space of only 6.5 by 7 metres, making

it less intrusive for those working the land" (Manitoba Hydro,

2004).The poles on the right in the picture are made of treated

wood and carry the lower voltage dístribution lines. These lines

can be buried underground for a high cost but require little or

no maintenance as they are encased in concrete. Both of the

structures are economical solutions to the needs of Manitoba

Hydro (Kalichuk, 2003).

Safety is a high priority among power utility companies because

the systems run through work and residential neighborhoods,

close to people. The right-of-way exists for the best interest of

the utility company and for the safety of the public. The width of

the right-of-way usually ranges between 40 and 80 metres and

depends on the size and type of the towers and upon the voltage

carried by the transmission line. The width is also determined by several factors including the

number of lines within it, distance to tall trees and structures which must be kept from touching

the line, and requirements for repair vehicles and equipment (Manitoba Hydro, 2004). Manitoba

Hydro prohibits the planting of large trees and shrubs as well as the construction of buildings

Fig 3.3. Transmissions and Distribution Structures (Znidarsic, 2003)





Environmental Disturbance

Because Manitoba Hydro, and other utility companies, must clear and maintain the rights-of-way

for installation of towers, cables, and generating and conversion stations, it is important that the

natural environments that are being affected are treated with care. Maintenance vehicles and

repair equipment make noise which may affect some wildlife, and construction may disturb wildlife

and plant habitat. Minimal environmental impact is the goal of the installation of this type of system.

Health Concerns with Hydro-Electric Lines

There has been an association between electromagnetic fields emitted by hydro electric lines

and negative health effects on people living near them. The British Columbia Centre for Disease

Control (2003) claims "in 1979 a researcher speculated that childhood leukemia might be

associated with low levels of magnetic field from power lines in proximity to residential housing.

ln the decades following that suggestion, a great deal of research was conducted and some of it

caught media attention and subsequently raised concerns amongst the public." However, there

is little evidence of health problems associated with living near high voltage power lines. There

have been numerous studies of the effects of Electromagnetic Fields (EMF's) on humans and

there has been no conclusive evidence of adverse health effects. ln the many studies following the

first speculation, "the available scientific evidence to date does not support the assumption that

adverse health effects from exposure to these fields at levels normally encountered in our homes,

schools and offices pose a risk to human health." (BCCDC, 2003).



Regardless of whether these health risks do actually exist, the fear of them is seen as the

deterrent for many people to avoid moving near such utility lines. This fear may cause the potential

for property and real estate values to go down as much as 10% according to some studies

(Jaconetty, 2001). The proximity of power lines near property also causes the assumption that the

property values are lowered because of the infrastructure.

Functíons

One of the issues this project deals with is the land drainage system which involves limiting the

effect of flooding by ensuring that the surface water and land drainage systems work together

to direct the water towards the Seine River. Rainfall and snowmelt

water typically enter storm sewers and drain into retention ponds

which collect and hold water, slowly draining it towards the receiving

streams. Visual manifestations of land drainage infrastructure can

include retention and detention basins, and ditches that connect them.

Retention basins hold stormwater on a permanent basis and detention

basins hold stormwater temporarily during the wet season or peak flow

storm periods and then slowly drain when water levels in the receiving

channel recede.

(Photo: Znidarsic, 2003)



Retention basins can benefit our environment by performing as a natural filter - they can remove

sediment and chemicals from the water before it reaches our rivers and streams. The calm water

of the ponds allows sediment to settle out and chemicals, such as sewage wastes, agricultural

runoff, industrial pollutants, as well as everyday chemicals such as road salts and lawn fertilizers,

can be consumed by aquatic plants. Consequently, the water entering our rivers is cleaner and

this leads to cleaner downstream water bodies (City of Winnipeg,2004).

Wetlands

A land drainage option that is beneficial for introduction into a watershed system would be a

wetland scheme. These are more successful than typical retention ponds in the natural treatment

of their environment. Wetlands "combine the beauty of aesthetic form and ecological function"

that other drainage solutions cannot offer (France,2003,7).

The functional benefits of the wetland are valuable. They can reduce overland flooding by slowing

down flow and slowly releasing the stored water. This reduction in water velocity allows sediments

to settle out which reduces downstream deposition. Because rainfall and surface runoff can carry

a number of pollutants and contaminants, the pollution of streams and rivers is quite common.

Wetlands have the ability to remove physical, chemical and biological contaminants with the help

of plant species which slow the flow of water, absorb, breakdown, metabolize and remove certain

chemicals from the water. Therefore, the health of the ecosystems downstream will be improved.



Wetlands can also aid in the improvement of wildlife and plant habitats. France states that,

because the shorelines of wetlands fluctuate over seasons and time, they can "attract a diverse

group of both terrestrial and aquatic plant and animal species" (lbid, 20). The number of animals

and the number of species can increase due to the diversity and abundance of plant species in a

wetland environment. Additionally, the diversity and abundance of species is correlated to the size

of the wetland.

Wetlands also have the opportunity to attract people because of their visual beauty and interest.

They can encourage recreational, educational, scientific and cultural activities such as the

Winnipeg example of Fort Whyte Centre. This facility has wetland areas combined with lakes,

grasslands, and woodlands. Five ponds have been reclaimed from a former industrial site. They

attract people for a number of reasons such as bird watching, hiking, fishing, and canoeing while

enjoying the more natural landscape.



Successful Wetland Construction

The success of the wetland environment depends on a number of factors. The decisions to be

made should be site specific, however, France (2003) makes some recommendations to ensure

ecological and hydrological success for created wetlands:

. Wetlands should cover about 2-4o/o of the.watershed area;

. The length of the edge should be maximized to increase water volume and to
increase the surface edge contact region for increased treatment of contaminants, as
well as increasing opportunities for animal species for nesting and resting;

. Many small wetlands is better than one large one because the land-water interface is

most important;

. lncluding islands will further slow down water flow and provide sanctuary for wildlife;

. The shape should mimic natural systems with curved edges;

. Orientation should maximize the southern shoreline by creating an east-west
alignment for wintering waterfowl using emergent vegetation as shelter;

. Along a series of created wetlands, water depth should change to promote the
growth of different groups of plants for a more diverse range of wildlife, and to
remove a wider variety of contaminants;

. A wide variety of plants types and growth forms should be introduced to maximize
habitat diversity vertically and horizontally by arranging different vegetative groups
within and around the wetland



Current practices in Winnipeg

Retention ponds within suburban developments were first introduced to Winnipeg in the mid

1960s when Ladco Company Ltd. pioneered them in Southdale. Since then, most of the newer

subdivisions include this type of drainage system to increase the marketability of homes while

accommodating infrastructure needs (Oblik, 2004). The character of these ponds, however, is

moderately sterile with a rip-rap or beach-like border and the pond-side plants are kept under

control and maintained by city crews. This well-kept character is preferred by many residents who

bought homes in the communities because of this feature.

The newer subdivisions of lsland Lakes and Royalwood (and most of the subdivisions since

the early 1970s)have stormwater retention pond systems. Locating these'lakes'within the

subdivision has made the areas more desirable to live in and has increased property values,

while giving the suburbs a more 'natural'character. The lakes are good for canoeing in the

summer and many homes have personal beaches and paddle boats bordering the water.

Canada Geese and other waterfowl return to these lakes every spring and people feed them

throughout the summer, however, they are seen as a source of fecal coliform in these suburban

water bodies, causing bacterial pollution (Northern Virginia Regional Commission, 2000). Some

residents who live next to retention ponds see these geese as urban pests rather than as wildlife,

and there is concern over the health hazards that can result from their waste. Some control

measures to the goose population that are mentioned in the article from the Northern Virginia



Regional Commission (NVRC) include planting solutions near ponds. Canada Geese eat certain

turf grass species so the avoidance of using these species would one resolution. Another solution

would be to plant long meadow species and shrubs near these urban and suburban water bodies

to discourage geese inhabitation, as they prefer to walk on short grass, according to NVRC

(2000). However, recommendations for the management of the Canada Goose problem are not

expanded upon within the scope of the project.

The developers of the Royalwood area are introducing a system new to Winnipeg: a hybrid between

a true wetland environment and a traditional retention pond. This system will increase biodiversity of

plant and animal species and clean and filter the stormwater before it travels to the Seine River. Two

ponds are in the construction phase, being approximately nine and six acres in size. Circling the ponds

is a nutrient interceptor strip that is 50 feet in width, composed of tall grass prairie species (Wark). Wet

meadow species are in the shallowest parts of the pond and then shallow marsh species are covered

by water at all times. The depths of these ponds vary for high species diversity; however, Brent Wark

of Native Plant Solutions states that the ponds do not need to be more than 1.5 metres deep (2004).





3. Residential Collector Sfreefs distribute traffic between local streets and arterial streets
and, by definition, carry traffic between adjacent neighborhoods, and such areas as
commercial developments;

4. Local Residential Streets provide access to adjacent properties so they carry
low traffic volumes. These types of streets usually have low density residential
evelopment.

"The primary objective in the design of any street system is to provide a safe, efficient, and

aesthetically pleasing access and circulation system for both pedestrians and motorists." (lbid)

The City of Winnipeg defines those that use the streets system as pedestrians, auto drivers and

passengers, urban goods and service providers, transit passengers, and cyclists.

The rights-of-way for streets in Winnipeg contain, between property boundaries, the traffic lanes,

boulevards, shoulders, sidewalks, light standards, boulevard trees, fire hydrants, and traffic

signage. The underground utilities are also contained within these rights-of-way and it will be

assumed that the requirements assocíated with these utilities will be accommodated with any new

street construction.

Streets as Places

ln the book The View from the Road, the authors examine the aesthetic qualities of roads and

streets, to analyze how they are exciting, anticipatory, story telling, or predictable (1964). Streets

can be exciting places or monotonous continuous strips. ln the "Last Landscape" by William



Whyte, he takes an excerpt from "Man Made America" by Christopher Tunnard and Boris

Pushkarev, which states that more accidents and fatalities occur on monotonous roads than on

pleasant, interesting drives (1968). Whyte's reason for this is that drivers speed up on straight

roads because they can see far ahead and want to get to their destination as quickly as possible

(1968). Attention to the visualdriving experience is determined by speed where the speed

increases, attention is confined to a more narrow-fon¡¡ard angle (Appleyard et al, 1964). The

closer the roadside is with more visual stimulation, the more slowly one tends to drive.

Parkways

The Parkway is a type of road that was intended to provide a scenic driving experience and a

pleasurable recreational trip for the driver (Whyte, 1968). Parkways usually aim to conserve,

interpret, and exhibit the natural and cultural resources of the area while providing leisure motor

travel through a variety of environments.

"When it was completed in 1925, the Bronx River Parkway was the first modern, multi-lane

limited-access parkway in NorthAmerica" (Anderson,2005). The construction of the Bronx River

Parkway was subject to the following requirements:

. That the roadway should conveniently accommodate the large amount of traffic
expected and to display to the traveler the principal interesting features without
despoiling them



Bridges to be carefully designed and built for permanence with architectural
treatment in harmony with their natural surroundings

. Ëxposed surfaces of bridges, retaining walls, etc., to be of native stone with
avoidance of formal cut stone effects. Only long span viaducts to have outside
surfaces of concrete. (lbid)

The Bronx River Parkway Reservation is a park area where the parkway winds through it and

the outstanding visual features are the viaduct structures of the road. According to Anderson,

the engineers and architects of the parkway collaborated to combine strength, beauty, utility and

permanence without excessive cost (2005). The bridges were solidly built and "designed to fit

their natural surroundings . . . , should endure for centuries and mellow with the passing years"

(lbid). Portions of the Bronx River Parkway Reservation were opened to the public for recreational

and other purposes and were intended to generate interest in the park itself.

Local Street Gharacter

City streets that engage people usually have a diverse range of shops and businesses combined

with a variety of architecture, and are familiar and comfortable at a pedestrian level. Although,

the density of activity associated with this street type is not available on the chosen site for the

project, their scale and character is a source of inspiration.

@



The charm of local streets is associated with their familiarity. The scale and intensity of use

of local residential streets can allow pedestrians to feel safe from the dangers of high traffic.

The presence of houses can add to the safe feeling. This street type is often manifested as a

cove, cul-de-sac or bay, which doubles back on itself for limited access by the residents of the

street. The local street environment is isolated within subdivisions in Winnipeg and the arterial

streets and major thoroughfares serving these neighborhoods can be wide and busy with traffic,

and without pedestrian oriented activities to discourage pedestrian activity along them. The

discontinuity of pedestrian access at the edge of subdivisions can contribute to the fragmentation

between the subdivision and the surrounding city.

Collector and arterial streets are the source of traffic for local residential streets and businesses,

bus routes, parking and shopping line the sidewalks. These street environments should be

more common and accessible to the pedestrian and cycling public but much of the street life in

suburban environments has been redirected to shopping malls. According to the Streets and

Transportation Department Works and Operations Division (1991) of Winnipeg, sidewalks are not

required along major thoroughfares and local residential streets, which may limit pedestrian use

along these routes, thereby encouraging motorized transportation.



Pailrne¡l

The railroad is the form of motorized transportation that was relied upon before the invention, and

eventual reliance upon, the car. Towns and industries were established because of the railroad's

ability to move people and goods long distances. Winnipeg became a major centre of trade,

especially for agriculture, because many rail lines converged within the city.

Today, the railroad in Canada transports goods for a variety of industries. People also rely on the

passenger trains to take them across the country and between cities as leisure, business, and

commuter travelers. From Winnipeg, passenger trains are used for leisure travel to other major

centres, going through small towns on their way. Commuter trains are not used in Winnipeg.

The car is the primary vehicle of choice due to convenience for many personal travelers and

commuters within Winnipeg where public transit is seen by some as unreliable or inefficient.

So the majority of encounters between people and railways today are at the intersections of a

street and railway tracks. Pedestrians take advantage of the unobstructed path of railway tracks

and have a narrow view of the landscape for a long distance. The experience with railways may

include warning signs, a signalized crossing with stop arms and a loud bell. These safety features

aim to protect everyone from harm, however, rare accidents do occur.



Railways as Hidden Infrastructure

Railway tracks are usually considered out of bounds, similar, to hydro corridors, in that the

tracks do not have an integrated relationship with their context, until they pass a station.

Residential properties often back onto the tracks and signs exist as warnings that railroad

Fig. 3.6. Warning sign along CPR Emerson Line at Bishop Grandin Boulevard
(Photo: Znidarsic, 2003)

rights-of-way are private property and trespassers are not toleráted. There are even people

that live 'on the wrong side of the tracks', suggesting that the tracks are a boundary dividing up

societal status. This is, perhaps, another example of infrastructure as a source of environmental



guilt where the railway tracks have created less desirable areas to live, and where people of a

lower economic level can find housing.

ln Winnipeg, it appears that the appreciation of the train has dwindled since train travel was the

main form of transport in the early part of the twentieth century. The grand railway stations and

passenger rail infrastructure that were common at that time are not replicated today because train

travel is not as popular as it once was. The convenience of personal vehicles has taken the focus

away from the railway. Trains can be regarded as loud and especially disruptive objects when

they cross a major traffic route at the busiest time of day. Train track location and scheduling are

not a part of this project, but I believe the train corridors can be viewed differently if they are safe

and functional for activities other than train travel.

The Rails-To-Trails Conservancy is an American organization that combines recreational paths

with old and existing rail rights-of-way and serves as a precedent for the practicum. They focus

on the incentive of linking the city with its history and utilizing valuable land for recreation and

commuter routes, connecting community and infrastructure. The organization and its details are

discussed later in the context of greenways as these rail sites have multiple benefits.



Greenways are becoming a part of the urban infrastructure as linear parks that can be linked to

form networks of green space, ecological corridors, and recreation spaces. They can also provide

health benefits, transportation alternatives, improve water and air quality, expand and improve

plant and animal habitat, and create future planning guidelines. ln their book on the beginning

of greenways, Fabos and Ahern suggest that greenways "provide people with access to open

spaces close to where they live, and to link together urban and rural spaces" (1995, 1).

Greenways function in several ways. Fabos and Ahern (1995) note three major types:

1. Greenways as ecological corridors, usually occurring along rivers, ridgelines and
coastal areas, that primarily function to maintain biodiversity and provide for wildlife
migration;

Greenways as recreational corridors can operate at a variety of scales, and pass
through scenic and diverse landscapes where networks of trails and waten,tuays

occur;

Greenways as historical, heritage or cultural sites that attract people for educational,
recreational and scenic reasons. These sites may control stormwater and provide
artistic inspiration, for example, simultaneously.

Over 500 communities in North America had greenway projects undenruay (Searns, 1995) and

currently, the trend seems to be toward combining nature preservation and recreational amenity,

2.

3.



because of the emergence of trail organizations and environmentally focused recreational groups.

The linear nature of greenways has encouraged development contrary to the central park concept

and towards greenways that lead out to the city edge towards the newer developments. Searns

states, in his article about greenway evolution, that greenways are an "adaptation - a response

to the physical and psychological pressures of urbanization" (1995, 65) which help to mitigate

the damage and loss of land caused by development. ln a psychological manner, they have the

potentialto offer calming experiences and opportunities for play and exploration with exposure to

cultural, educational, natural, recreational and historical amenities.

Greenways are parallel in scale and regional importance to the linear spaces that are associated

with infrastructure, and greenway networks are linked together in a similar way to utility and

transportation routes. As well, infrastructure provides opportunity for greenways to be established

along their corridors. For example, railways and highways can be seen as models for the

advancement of greenways because they already imply passage along a narrow course (Fabos

and Ahern, 1995, 4). A good example of this type of combination development is seen in the

Rails-to-Trails Conservancy organization that is based in the United States.
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Rails-with-Trails concept (Rails-to-Trails Conservancy,'l 999)

The Railsto-Trails

Conservancy, which

was founded in

1986, is "dedicated

to connecting people

and communities by

creating a nationwide

network of public

trails from former rail

lines and connecting

corridors" (Rails{o-

Trails Conservancy, 2005). More recently, the concept of introducing multi-use trails along active

railroads has been growing, creating new routes for personal transportation, recreation, and

exercise. These types of trails are expanding in popularity for development in the United States

and Canada and they offer a number of benefits for all involved. They become safe public trails

for community peace of mind and shared activity; linkages are established for recreational, utility

and commuter uses between and within communities; there are increased transportation and

recreational opportunities; and they utilize existing corridors for an efficient way to use space

Fis. 3.7



that is hard to find within the expanding city. "As tools for ecology and conservation, rail-trails

help preserve important natural landscapes, provide needed links between fragmented habitats

and offer tremendous opportunities for protecting plant and animal species. They also can be

useful tools for wetland preservation and improvement of air and water quality." (Rails-To-Trails

Conservancy, 2005)

The Toronto City Council published a report which described a feasibility study to identify active

and surplus rail and hydro corridors suitable for bicycle and pedestrian trails (City of Toronto,

1998). Their findings included:

Several potential trail opportunities [that] have been identified within active rail
corridors, although some have only a few trains per day. . . Some of Toronto's
active railway corridors are just wide enough to accommodate a minimal width
trail corridor. For the purposes of the study, rail corridor sections were considered
feasible if there was a minimum of ten metres of available width between the track
centre line and the edge of the corridor. This will allow for a fence to be set back
five metres from the track centre line and a further five metres to accommodate
a 3.0 to 4.0 metre trail and vegetation. lt should be recognized that these are
minimally acceptable dimensions. The desirable corridor spacing would include a

7.5 metre setback and a 7.0 metre (or wider) trail corridor. Developing a proposed
trail within an active rail corridor will only be acceptable to the railways if they are
satisfied that it does not interfere with the safe operation of their line.

These guidelines set out for Toronto give a precedent for what may be possible in Winnipeg. The

existing CPR Emerson line that is included in the study area exceeds the minimum width requirement

of twenty metres stated above, but there is great potential for other uses within the railway right-of-way.



This concept opens up a new avenue of using existing infrastructure as a design determinant by

using the existing patterns and land uses within the city. Taking advantage of the direct linearity of

the rail corridors offers alternative modes of transportation in conjunction with recreational routes

and nature ways. These are two of the primary purposes of greenways.
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PANT IV

sroe,,se[ewil0N

This project was initiated because of the issues, potentials and character of the chosen site that

have been observed in recent years. I frequently passed through the study area on trips to the

University and around the city. Signs noting the "Future Bishop Grandin Greenway" that are

placed at various intersections along Bishop Grandin Boulevard triggered ideas of intervention. A

volunteer group of community members (Bishop Grandin Greenway lnc.) was responsible for the

signs and had initiated an organization aiming to beautify and utilize the Bishop Grandin Corridor

for the environmental improvement and accessibility of southeast Winnipeg. This idea seemed

very progressive for the city, however, I wanted to explore the potentials of the site in a different

way than the greenway organization. The entire corridor reaches from southeast to southwest

Winnipeg, and it could be explored on a neighborhood scale by analyzing and making proposals

for only a portion of it.
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Location

The site is in the southeast portion of the city of Winnipeg. The area of the site is over 100

hectares and runs approximately 2.9 kilometres long east-west and averages 220 metres wide

north-south. The physical limits of the site are Lagimodiere Boulevard and the Seine River to

Fig. 4.1. Site context within Winnipeg (Map from Sherlock Publishing Ltd., 1

Air Photo from Manitoba Conservation, 2000)



Fig 4.2. lnfrastructure Context Map
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Fig 4.3. Focal Point/Activity Areas Context Map
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Fig 4.4. Community Names
Site History and Character

The land adjacent to the Seine River was divided into the river lot system in 1812. Properties were

long narrow strips of land approximately perpendicular to the river. lt is evident, in many parts of

Winnipeg, that the streets originated as roads within the river lot properties. Properties to the west

of the Seine River have this pattern of organization, however, it appears that properties east of the

river were divided into square miles. Bishop Grandin Boulevard has followed the river lot system as

well.

According to air photos, the current infrastructure corridor has been a cleared area with utilities on the site

since at least 1950. lt appears that the land was cleared for a hydro-electric right-of-way prior to 1950,

which remains today. The land was otherwise agricultural property scattered with trees and shrubs.



Fig 4.5. 1950 Aerial Photograph (Manitoba Conservation)

The Seine River crosses the corridor on the western

end of the selected site and is surrounded by a riparian

landscape where construction disturbance has not

occurred. However, a bend was taken out of the river

for the construction of Bishop Grandin Boulevard and a

depression still exists which is especially visible during

the wet periods of the year. The Navin Drain empties into

the Seine River. This anticipated the spread of the city to

the east with the expansion of the land drainage system.

onservation) Because Southdale was just beginning to be constructed,

the eastern leg of Bishop Grandin Boulevard was not built

until around 1978. lsland Lakes and Royalwood commenced construction around the late 1980s

and the late 1990s, respectively. The Canadian Pacific Railway line to Emerson, St. Anne's Road

and Provincial Trunk Highway #59 existed prior to 1950.



I en¡I Asc

The residential communities to the north and south of the site back onto the wide expanse of land

in the corridor. Backyard fences line the northern perimeter of the site for over half its length and

grassy berms and hedges mask the view of the major thoroughfare and large transmission poles

for the homes on the south perimeter. The eastern portion of the site contains single family homes

and condominiums as the only housing type whereas the western portion has townhouses, and

two multi-family apartment buildings.

Fig 4.6. Gardening in the corridor (Photo: Znidarsic, 2003)



The extent of other development on the site is minimal. Commercial and retail facilities exist at the

lsland Shore Drive entrance into lsland Lakes but the entrances of Shorehill Drive and Boulevard

de la Seigneurie are flanked by large expanses of grass that are reserved for future development.

There is a church adjacent to Lakewood Boulevard and six schools are in the vicinity of the site

within the neighborhoods.
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Because the utilities and streets occupy a small portion of the surface space, there are passive land

uses that occur on the site. During site visits, it was noticed that some of the land on the Manitoba

Hydro right-of-way is being used for gardening behind some of the homes in Southdale. Residents

walk their dogs, visit friends from the other neighborhoods, and patronize the convenience store at

the entrance to lsland Lakes. These assumptions were made due to the location of well-trodden

desire lines in the grass, and makeshift ditch crossings in multiple spots. lt was observed also that

some homes on the north side of the site (Southdale) did not have backyard fences.

Community Landmarks and Nodes

The study area is primarily residential and multiple schools, shopping areas, community buildings,

parks, and gathering areas are nearby. These are all located within Southdale, lsland Lakes and

Royalwood. Five elementary schools, one high school, a community club and a recreation centre

are places where daily family and community activities can occur. Two shopping strips exist; one

in the north end of Southdale and one at the entrance to lsland Lakes. The Southdale Shopping

Centre is anchored by a few major retailers, including a hardware store, grocery store, and a

department store, with independent businesses, gas stations, and fast food chains intermixed in

the strip confìguration. lsland Lakes has primarily independently owned shops within a strip mall

that is noticeable by landmark clock tower which identifies the public entrance.



SÍIc Ãeec-s-s anrf EirnnlelÍnn

For the Driver

The accessibility and circulation of the Bishop Grandin Corridor is devoted to the motor vehicle. Bishop

Grandin Boulevard is the major thoroughfare running east-west and four residential collector routes

(Shorehill Drive, Lakewood Boulevard, lsland Shore Boulevard, and Boulevard de la Seigneurie) branch

off of it into the three subdivisions. These collector streets do not cross Bishop Grandin Blvd and the

traffic is concentrated on these streets which offer limited entrance options into the subdivisions.

Lagimodiere Boulevard is a major thoroughfare that runs north-south and Bishop Grandin Boulevard

ends at this route. Traffic lights control all the intersections along the Bishop Grandin corridor.

For the Pedestrian

The pedestrian route noted in this project is fragmented and discontinuous. Planned pedestrian

passage around the site is extremely limited but the treatment of pathways is adequate for non-

motorized transportation, as they are paved finishes. Concrete sidewalks are available on both

sides of the residential collector streets but they are absent along Bishop Grandin Boulevard.

This is a characteristic of the Major Thoroughfare street classification. The street crossings are

controlled by lights for safety, however, the crossing locations appear to be left incomplete. Once

these paths meet Bishop Grandin Boulevard, they cross the street to terminate at an open field
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Fig 4.8. Pedestrian crossing to where? (Znidarsic, 2003)

next to three out of the four intersections. The intersection at Lakewood Boulevard has sidewalks

on both sides and a path leads south into lsland Lakes. Provision for pedestrian access does not

exist along or across Lagimodiere Blvd.

A paved pathway has been constructed in the past few years along the south side of the corridor

between lsland Shore Drive and Shorehill Drive. This addition to the area is widely used by

pedestrians, inline skaters, and cyclists. Currently the path is well used, but it stops abruptly at these

streets which prevent continuity and universal access.



Another asphalt path has been added to the site adjacent to a short stretch of the Seine River on the

east side. This path begins, or ends, on the south side of Bishop Grandin Boulevard and continues

south through the riparian area and into the newest community of Royalwood. The path is not

connected to others, because it enters Royalwood and terminates at a local residential street.

Desire lines are trampled into the grass and snow and demonstrate the walking habits that people use

when navigating the site. These paths are few and far between and further illustrate that the site is not

easily accessible for pedestrians.

For Non-motorized Transportation

Other forms of transport exist and are partially accommodated in some areas, but the range of

options in traveling through the area is limited. Cyclists must use the streets or the short path on the

south side of the corridor. ln-line skaters may use the sidewalks but it tends to be a smoother ride on

the streets that feel moderately safe. Anyone who uses Bishop Grandin Boulevard with a bicycle or

rollerblades would be taking a dangerous chance. There is little provision for wheelchair or stroller

access in the area.



The site contains a variety of ecological environments,

the most diverse being around the Seine River. This river

is a blend of smaller environments and represents "a

wide variety of native plant species, plant communities

and wildlife" (Cowan, 1995, ii). Types of wildlife that are

supported are aquatic, semi aquatic and upland species,

among which are fish, ducks, beavers, muskrats, and turtles

Wildlife habitat exists along Bishop Grandin Boulevard as

well where the corridor "acts as a conduit for the movement

of deer to and from . . . the forest behind the [Royal

Canadianl Mint" (Cowan, 1995, 25) and to the surrounding

countryside. This connection should be maintained and

enhanced to continue the biological diversity of the area.

Legend:
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Fig 4.10. Riparian Habitat Quality
Assessment for the Seine River
(Source: Cowan, 1995)

The historical plant communities have been dramatically

altered due to settlement and development and, because of

changing flood patterns and human disturbance, new plant

species have colonized along the riparian corridor (lbid, 2).

Cowan observed that the current status of the Seine River

corridor within the site finds the forest inventory classification

to include Vegetative Reforestation, Upland Forest and

Bottomland Forest (1 995).

The vegetative habitat quality varies along the Seine River

riparian area. The habitat qualities of the site are noted in

Fig. 4.10 and below are the descriptions of a site's habitat

quality level.

'A' Quality Habitat (Maximum Sensitivity to Disturbance):

. Virtually undisturbed by man or recovered
to an extent where community structure and
composition is intact and reflects historical
natural vegetation and wildlife habitat. Other
factors examined included soil disturbance,
a high degree of native vegetation present
and conversely, a lack of weedy or non-
native plant species.

Legend:



'B'Quality Habitat (High Sensitivity to Disturbance):

. Light to moderate disturbance, for example flood suppression (resulting in the
encroachment of non-native species), may have a minimal amount of weeds
but maintains a more natural condition where native species are stillthe major
community.

C' Quality Habitat (Low Sensitivity to Disturbance):

. Moderate disturbance, a significant number of weed species which have replaced
native species, few native species present. For example, an old agricultural clearing
that has not been used in recent times, or an area that is regularly mowed.

'D' Quality Habitat (Minimum Sensitivity to Disturbance):

. Heavily disturbed site, the vegetation is dominated by weed species or absent all
together. None or very few native plant species present.

(Cowan, 1995, 9)

Most of the landscape is defined as 'C' quality and it appears that the reason for the habitat

disturbance is the installation and maintenance of transmission lines where they cross over the

Seine River. lt is assumed that some of the corridor where turf grass has been installed is 'D'

quality habitat, as the original species have been removed completely and replaced by weeds as a

result of heavy disturbance.



The river is not currently emphasized as a significant ecological and natural amenity

within the subdivisions and is partly inaccessible where private ownership of the

riverbanks exists. To the west of Royalwood, however, there is a path that has been

constructed through the high quality riparian forest just south of Bishop Grandin

Boulevard where a sign notes it as a Grassland Naturalization Area.

A concrete culvert allows the river to pass beneath Bishop Grandin Boulevard, the

minor arterial streets and railway tracks. ln looking at past air photos, it is apparent

that the path of the river has been changed to accommodate the crossing of the

major thoroughfare. The construction of the road caused the deforestation and

reorientation of the Seine River and vegetative restoration has been assigned to

occur in this area. A recent aerial photo (Fig. 4.11) shows the former path of the river

that remains imprinted on the existing landscape.

Fig 4.11. Aerial Photographs of
Seine River, 1977 and 2002



Iand lrrainage and To,ography

The site is naturally flat and slopes toward the Seine River. The

narrow channelized Navin Drain, the ditches that capture surface

drainage from the major thoroughfare, and the constructed sound

and visual barriers in the form of grassed berms, give the site its

artificial topography.

from drivers and homeowners.

view and the noise of traffic on

The Navin Drain is the low point in the corridor. lts purpose is to

carry water from the corridor and east of Lagimodiere Boulevard

to the Seine River. lts location is approximately halfway between

Bishop Grandin Blvd. and the residential properties to the north of

the site. Because of its distance from each, the drain is out of view

It is also hidden by rows of trees that are intended to block the

the major arterial route.

For most of the year, the water level in the drain is low. However, it fills up quickly in the spring

with the snow melt and during periodic heavy rainfall. The drain is an excavated straight channel

along which water moves quickly towards the receiving stream, the Seine. The potential for the

drain to act as a natural filter has not been harnessed because the water moves too quickly



Fig.4.13. 150 Year Flood Fringe Level (Source: Cowan, 1995)
fi

through the channel. Sediment will settle out, but

pollutants are not in the drain long enough to be filtered

before reaching the river.

Figure 4.13 indicates the 150 year flood fringe level of

the Seine River, which also shows that most buildings are

outside of this risk area. Cowan's study recommends that

"activities and infrastructures with high impacts should

be outside the floodway fringe line to minimize impact on

wildlife and habitat" (1995, 23).

The drainage within the subdivisions is separate from that

of the corridor. lt is controlled with underground land drains

that drain into a series of retention ponds. Southdale

has six retention ponds and was the first subdivision in

Winnipeg to adopt this type of drainage system (Oblik,

2004). Each lake has a weir to control the water levels

and stop log structures to lower the levels for maintenance

purposes. These ponds also drain into the Seine River.



lsland Lakes has three large retention ponds that drain through Royalwood and into the Seine

River similar to those in Southdale. All of these ponds are edged with riprap or their border

vegetation is mown and cut low for a clean appearance. Royalwood, as mentioned, is beginning

what is hopefully a new trend for Winnipeg and other cities. There are two 'lakes' in Phase

ll of the construction of the neighborhood which are created as a hybrid between a wetland

environment and a retention pond. These ponds act as filters for pollutants, chemicals and

sediment, and as preventive measures for protecting water quality before entering the Seine

River (the receiving stream). The depth of these ponds varies to encourage high species diversity,

but they are not more than 1.5 metres deep (Wark,2004). This system increases biodiversity in

plants and animals within the communities.



Fig 4.14. Existing Transmission
Towers (Znidarsic, 2003)

Fig 4.15. Land beneath towers
(Znidarsic, 2003)

Hydro-electrieity

The existing hydro transmission lines, owned, operated and maintained by Manitoba Hydro,

stretch in an east-west direction along the corridor. A 60 metre ROW exists along the northern

half of the site where steel lattice towers carry two sets of high voltage transmission lines at 115

kV (kilovolt). Two sets of timber distribution lines at 66 kV volts and 24 kV also fall within the

ROW. A third set of steel lattice towers exists just north of the major thoroughfare, Bishop Grandin

Boulevard, and carry 138 kV from the Winnipeg River generating station.

The land beneath the steel towers is kept clear of trees and shrubs and regularly mown for easy

property maintenance, access for line maintenance and repair vehicles and public safety. For



safety reasons, Manitoba Hydro calls for the conductors (cables) to clear the ground at the low

point between the towers by at least seven metres (Kalichuk, 2003). The distribution lines are on

the edge of the ROW and shrubbery is planted along this edge to camouflage the presence of

the towers. ln other parts of the city where visual impact is thought to be more important, these

distribution lines have been buried.

The placement of the towers on the site is uniform and regular for functional reasons unrelated

to the site characteristics. The spacing between towers ranges from approximately 270 to 330
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metres , the farthest distance spanning the Seine River. Near the river, the span is longer so the

towers are outside the 150 year flood zone for construction and maintenance accessibility.

The land on which these towers sit is defined by the fences of homes on the north side of the

corridor and by a row of trees and shrubs along the same axis of the southernmost distribution

lines. Although there are no boundaries put up by Manitoba Hydro, the swath of mown grass and

the long, wide, straight landscape marks the zone of electricity structures.

Street ßight-of-Way

The major traffic route on the site is Bishop Grandin Boulevard which is classified as a major

thoroughfare (Streets and Transportation, 1991). lt is a four-lane divided street within a 60 metre

right-of-way and controlled by traffic signals at intersections. Over 22,000 automobiles move daily

across the southern portion of the city on this route, from agricultural land in the east to industrial

areas in the city's southwest region (City of Winnipeg Public Works, 2003). Lagimodiere Boulevard

is classified as a major thoroughfare where it intersects Bishop Grandin Boulevard. The streets

that lead into the residential subdivisions are classified as residential collector streets.
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Fig. 4.17 . Bishop Grandin Boulevard (Znidarsic, 2003)

The maximum speed limit for Bishop Grandin Boulevard

is B0 kilometres per hour and on the residential

collector streets it is 50 kilometres per hour. These

limits are regularly exceeded because drivers have

an uninterrupted view of their path, which encourages

higher speeds. Repetitive light standards line the streets

with little else to distract the driver from looking forward

towards their destination.

The street ROW contains underground utilities

such as land drainage and wastewater sewers,

telecommunications, natural gas, cable and hydroelectric

lines. Above ground infrastructure includes pedestrian

ways (sometimes), street signs, street trees, traffic signals

and public transit facilities.

EI



The CPR Emerson line

crosses the site on a

north-south axis and is

used to transport freight

and goods. The ROW

is approximately 30

metres wide and runs

past homes, schools,

community centres, and

shopping districts. The

tracks are the high point at the centre of the ROW and the rest of the site is mown grass. There is

potential for this rail corridor to become part of the rapid transit system that the City is planning for

the future growth of Winnipeg (Plan Winnipeg 2020). This corridor can become a key connection

for many who prefer mass transit.

The visual characteristics of the rail ROW are common throughout the city. Homes face away

from the tracks and fences block the view as if the corridor is a highly used traffic route. Shrubs

and trees mask the tracks further north from homes, and the nearby schools and the community

Fig 4.18. CPR Emerson Line at rush hour (Znidarsic, 2004)



club. School children and teenagers use the rail ROW as a pathway to school on some occasions

as was noted during site visits.

The safety measures taken are seen in the form of warning signs at street crossings. The

intersection at Bishop Grandin Boulevard is signalized with flashing lights and a bell. Pedestrian

safety does not seem to be cause for concern as all the pedestrian crossings in this area are at

grade level.
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PARÍ ]I

The ideas of Connection, Fragmentation, lntegration, Shift, and Weave will determine the primary

angle in exploring infrastructure and its relationship to residential communities and suburban

development. This group of ideas will guide the design process of the project.

The individual words must be defined to understand their meaning when applied to a physical and

spatialcontext:

Connection is defined as an association, relationship, communication, or linkage (Lexico

Publishing Group, 2005). Connection can be seen in a spatial relationship, as in a path that

joins two buildings. lt can also be evident in a social or cultural context, where one may have a

meaningful relationship or memory of a place, journey, or activity'

Fragmentaúíon is defined as breaking up into pieces, "separating something into fine particles"

and "the disintegration of social norms governing behavior and thought and social relationships"

(Lexico Publishing Group, 2005). Groups of people are or become separated and places can be

discontinuous and unrelated. Fragmentation is considered the problem in this project.



lntegration is defined as "the combining and coordinating of separate parts or elements into

a unified whole.(Merriam Webster's Medical Dictionary, 2002, Merriam-Webster, lnc.) or "the

process of combining into completeness and harmony" (The American Heritage Steadman's

Medical Dictionary, 2002, by Houghton Mifflin Company).

Shifr is defined as a change from one configuration to another and a change in judgment or

emphasis or a qualitative change (Lexico Publishing Group, 2005). A shift in focus from scattered

fragments to the connected environment is key to the intervention.

The act of Weaving can be described as a combination of elements into a coherent or complex

whole and "to interlace especially to form a texture, fabric, or design" (Merriam Webster, lnc.,

2o0s).



This project has been driven by the need for connection of places that have been fragmented and

left underused within the suburban context. The areas left underused are those that are reserved

for one purpose, infrastructure, and have the potentialto also be used as public space where

public safety and the function of the system are not compromised. The fragmentary nature of

large scale, visible infrastructure has caused disconnection between the residential communities

that are addressed in this practicum. The solution to this involves new connectivity between

subdivisions by creating an infill of homes, public places, infrastructure, and ecological reserves.

This infill can be a cohesive method in joining neighborhoods that have always been spatially

separated from each other and the larger city context.

lntegration leads to connection of the separated parts. The weight of the fragmentary features

is reduced where necessary so integration can be encouraged and become the obvious design

choice. The unique parts do not become one homogenous whole, but a system of spaces and

activities that complement each other. Shifting and weaving actions begin to transform the

individual components so they become interdependent in supporting the function of each space.

The emphasis on the scale of place shifts from the whole to its parts and constantly changes

the relevance of each. This shrñ in focus is continuous and dependent upon one's position in the



situation. Connectivity may be evident as a pedestrian navigating a space, whereas a driver may

perceive the same space as a diverse series of visual experiences and cues.

The concepts of connection and integration can be physically manifested in the act of weaving.

Fibers are individual pieces that are brought together to create a fabric. The pieces of the urban

structure, which Dewar and Todeschini (2004), in their book on urban transportation, define as the

designed device by which we use and respond to the city or our surroundings, can be compared

to these fibers. The texture of fabric is a result of the method by which the fibers are woven

together. The texture also is reliant on the scale, or tightness, by which the fibers are woven.

An open weave simulates a coarse grained landscape where there are large spaces or voids

between buildings and structures. This large scale is usually related to the design of roads and

the car. lt is also related to the scale of large parks and green spaces, which are desirable within

urban centres for relief from the high building density and traffic and pedestrian congestion. A

tight weave simulates a fine-grained landscape with small voids between buildings. This scale

is smaller and relates well to the pedestrian (Dewar and Todeschini, 2004) because places are

within a reasonable walking distance and there is usually a series of places (stores, offices, bus

stops, etc.) that draws people there.



The principle of Yin and Yang was developed under Chinese philosophy and can be applied

to the fundamentals of the practicum concepts. Yin and Yang can be considered in a spatial

manner. There can be a balance of spatial elements or an imbalance that can result in dynamic

relationships. ln applying the concepts of connection and fragmentation to this frame of

reference, it becomes apparent that connect-fragment is an interdependent condition as well.

As each force takes its turn, there results a shift of physical control over the landscape. Spatial

significance can change over the length of a site. Emphasis is shifted from the permanence of the

whole (the corridor) to the parts that can exist as a result of change and transfer of dominance.

Simultaneously, the whole is made complete, and functions because of the individual components.

ÃltltlyÍng lhe Ennepfts In Prclîminery SiÍc Ílcsign

Options A and B (Fig. 5.1.) are illustrations of how these concepts can be applied to the site.

They originate in the same manner. For this project, the centre area between the horizontal lines

represents the infrastructure corridor which is void of structures and acts as a chasm within the

city. The areas above and below the 'chasm' represent the subdivisions which are visually and

spatially isolated from the corridor.



ln Option A, the suburban neighborhoods begin to take over the corridor and form the linkages

within the site. The infrastructure then becomes a series of islands that is navigated around. This

idea interested me because it seems to highlight the infrastructure as a spectacle around which

the rest of the city flows. However, the space of infrastructure remains isolated in this scheme and

its relationship to the suburban fabric has not been made continuous.

Fig 5.1. Two options of approaching the site design using concepts

Option B shows the space of infrastructure moving into the suburban context. lt pushes its way

beyond the boundaries of the subdivisions, forcing the suburban and urban fabric to spread

into the corridor. The varied edge conditions that result can cause numerous relationships and
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opportunities for exchange between the infrastructure and the neighborhoods, or the naturalized

grasslands and shopping areas, for example. An exciting visual scene and diverse pedestrian

or driver experience can result. Because infrastructure follows the development of cities and has

effect on future development, it should integrate spatially and culturally with the urban fabric.

Consequently, the intended fluctuating relationship between suburban structure and infrastructure

will create new landscape textures that will change the way the people move through the

subdivision and along the corridor. This is the option used to advance to the design development

stage.

i'ir I



The existing site and its surroundings are separate materials from different patterns, not woven

together conceptually or visually. By weaving together diverse threads of landscape and

infrastructure in the design development stage, the corridor can meander through the city beyond

the site and into the neighborhood context so the fabric and scale of the city becomes clear.

Within the corridor site, the diversity of texture varies at similar scales but creates interest and

variety for suburban dwellers. Figure 5.2 illustrates the change to the site when transportation,

utility, suburb, park, and land drainage weave together to relate to each other on a new level

which leads to interesting site conditions and combination opportunities.





PART VI

The final intention of this project is to apply design solutions to the chosen site in a rehabilitative

approach whereby the proposed intervention manipulates the existing conditions and

characteristics.

ùpFortunities and Eonflicts Between lnfrastructure and the Suhdivision

There are spatial challenges, conflicts, and opportunities in dealing with multiple systems and

uses on a narrow strip of land. The matrix on the following page details these to determine

compatible and incompatible relationships and the compromises that may be required.

The results of this matrix show the major conflicts and challenges that exist on the site. These

include safety issues and concerns associated with the traffic routes, land drainage and hydro-

electric equipment. Humans may also cause disturbance to ecologically sensitive areas.

The main opportunities for combining infrastructure and livable spaces on the site include the

improvement of public education regarding the safety and health issues, functionality associated

with infrastructure, and the importance and health of ecological systems within our urban

environments.



Fig. 6.1. Challenges and Opportunities Matrix
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Master Planning Approaches

To continue to the next stage, the project objectives should be restated. They are:

1. To investigate current construction practices for various types of infrastructure

systems.

2. To explore ways to integrate an infrastructure corridor into a suburban setting.

3. To demonstrate the effects of shifting land use from infrastructure reserve to

community and open space.

4. To demonstrate linear infrastructure systems as connective tools in linking

communities with recreational, ecological and social nodes.

5. To use infrastructure as a means of spatial definition in the vehicular and pedestrian

landscape.

These objectives are to be achieved in the design stage where they will merge with the

conceptual approaches to create a new solution to the conflicts between infrastructure corridors

and suburbs.



Infrastructure and Suhurh as Eonnective Tissues and Fragmenting Factors

The design intention is that the association between infrastructure and the residential subdivision

will become increasingly beneficial for both to create a new type of suburban pattern that

is ecologically diverse, functionally efficient and culturally stimulating. The opposing, but

complementary, relationship between infrastructure and the suburb will be manipulated with the

connection and integration of disparate elements. Ribbons of infrastructure and suburban strips

will become the connective elements.

The forms associated with the infrastructure that is discussed within the scope of this project

are linear. This linearity allows for great opportunity in creating ribbons of places that move

people and energy. For example, a street'ribbon'can accommodate traffic and drainage flow

and shopping strips. Multiple ribbons of land are intertwined and overlapped to create interactive

points of activity and dynamic edge conditions.



The following statements are the intentions towards transforming the relationship between

infrastructure and the residential subdivision.

Connection of Like Systems and Spaces

Spatial/Physical:

. A pedestrian and transit-oriented core offers alternatives for transportation around the

neighborhood and across the city;

. Collector and local streets are extended across the major thoroughfare and into the

corridor;

. Ecological habitat is introduced within the corridor to link the river environment

with existing parks and naturalvegetated sites by removing existing structures and

boundaries;

. The drainage course meanders through the site to catch drainage from high density

areas (with non-permeable surfaces and buildings);

. Condensing transportation, hydro-electric systems, and land drainage on a single

ROW interconnects their functions and spatial requirements;

. Combining wetland systems and natural corridors to increase biodiversity through

habitat creation;



S oc i a I /C u ltu ra l/E d u c ati o n a I :

. lntroducing mixed use development to bring a diverse range of people to a central high

density core;

. lntroducing mixed housing types to combine families of different income levels;

. Creating interactive ecological areas and environments for educational purposes,

particularly for the six schools nearby;

. Facilitating the pedestrian experience to foster new relationships to the neighborhood in

the subdivision context;

. Drivers are brought closer to the suburban-urban places they drive past which tells a story

about their location in the city;

lntegration of Diverse Systems and Spaces

Spatial/Physical:

. Combining pedestrian ways with wetlands, eco-corridors, and pedestrian scaled

commercial streets;

. Large homogeneous corridors are fragmented to create a heterogeneous landscape of

various land uses;

. Visual boundaries that divide subdivision and infrastructure space are removed;



. The uniform texture of the ROW is fragmented into different scales to recognize the

requirements of wildlife, pedestrians, and drivers;

. Traffic access routes into the subdivisions are added to move traffic in multiple ways

for several driving and cycling options;

. The view down the corridor is broken into a series of visual cues and scenes to

engage those moving along its axis;

S o ci a l/C u ltu ra I /Ed u c atio n al :

. Bringing infrastructure elements closer to where people play, work and live and

transforming its appearance and function for more intensely positive relationships

between people and their landscape

. An attempt to erase the ideas that transportation and utilities are unattractive and

only serve as utilitarian requirements of a settlement ;

' To contradict the perception that nature and technology are conflicting phenomena

. Offering alternatives to traditional suburban expansion, in order to attempt to change

the direction of future development;

. Multiple housing options should be introduced to increase the diversity of people in

these neighborhoods because accessibility to services, ecological, recreational and

educational spaces should be available to everyone.



Build ing Intensiîication Strategy

Residential Treatment

Southdale, lsland Lakes and Royalwood are disconnected from each other. This is generally not

the case with the older residential areas in Winnipeg. The development of street patterns and

residential properties in the study area neighborhoods seems contained within set boundaries

that are marked by infrastructure space and houses face into the neighborhoods instead of

towards the infrastructure corridor. A continuous and connected residential pattern has not been

established with the neighborhoods included in the study.

The design intention for these three communities is to close the gap between them by reducing

the width of the infrastructure corridor and encouraging intensification with residential and

commercial development. The sites where increased building intensity would be suitable

exist along the community edges and adjacent to the collector and arterial roads. The current

residential properties could be sold to a developer and the land must be rezoned as commercial

or multifamily residential sites. A change in building function and type is part of the solution to

introduce a diverse range of facilities and services in the new neighborhood core, to increase

exposure to natural and working green landscapes.



Single family residential land expands so the distance between the north and south neighborhoods

is reduced and the invisible line between them is blurred. Homes also become nearer the

recreational trails and naturalized watenruays. The treed screen and wooden fencing of the typical

suburban edge would be eliminated.

Multi-family apartment buildings are added in conjunction with the concept of the neighborhood

core so services are close to higher population densities and those that utilize public transportation.

Options are varied to attract a diverse range of residents which can encourage a dynamic

community life. This increases the population that might utilize the area.

- - -Exisling Spoliol Edge
/* Proposed Spoliol Edge

ffi Rroposed Building lntensificolion
Proposed Deintensificolion

ffi Cnonged Buiding Type

Structural
Edge

Fio 6.2.
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Commercial Facilities and Economic lmprovement

An urbanized core has been introduced to draw people into the corridor for economic reasons,

social reasons, and to supplement the increase in transportation options. The existing commercial

centre at lsland Shore Boulevard will provide the eastern anchor of services and the shopping

street will spread west to meet with Lakewood Boulevard, linking two major vehicular access

points. The increased traffic of people resulting from high density housing, from commuters using

the public transit system and from non-motorized transport will serve the commercial and retail

services.
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I nf r a stru ctu re Strate gy

Vehicular TranspoÉation

The proposed street system will link the local neighborhoods together. lt works as a framework

around which to organize future development options. New linkages have been established using

existing streets, activity nodes and the texture of the site becomes less coarse because of the

improved level of connectivity.

The function of the major thoroughfare as a high speed traffic route has been maintained, however,

its location, curvature, and elevation have been changed. This transformation aims to optimize

space for commercial and residential development, to reduce impact on environmentally sensitive

areas, and to improve the visual accessibility to local environments and facilities. The residential

collector streets will cross the major thoroughfare for increased interconnectivity and more options

for safe non-automobile crossings. More collector streets have been inserted to accommodate new

proposed transit routes and they have taken on the roles of parkway, urban shopping street, bicycle

route, and scenic drive. They begin to knit the subdivisions together, evaporating the isolated cell-

like urban structure.

Select local residential streets have been lengthened to intersect new collector streets. These

collector streets will carry automobiles, buses and cyclists along routes that are more local in

character for safety and traffic calming purposes. By opening the neighborhoods up through



the extension of local residential streets, these become places of access out to the park, the

wetlands, bus stops, recreational pathways, and the local shopping areas. They also extend into

the site to generate property for new single- and multi-family homes.

Existing street pattern has
li m ite d con n ectivity with i n
the subdivisions and across
Bishop Grandin Boulevard

Potential connective
routes within and between
neighborhoods

Connected streets offer
multiple route options and
distribute traffic more evenly
around the site

Fig 6.9. Evolution of traffic routes



Public Transportation

A rapid transit lane is proposed to share the railroad ROW. This route leads north towards

St. Boniface and downtown Winnipeg and south towards the Perimeter Highway along which

subdivisions are being expanded. The lane will only accommodate buses so vehicle traffic will

not be a congestion or safety issue. Where the ROW crosses the corridor, the bus lane branches

off to circulate along residential collector streets, through high density residential and active

commercial areas.

30 m Right-of-woy

Fig 6.10. Section across Railway ROW



I nfrastructu re orq"n ilåt?Jl
View across Transit corridor & Bishop Grari'din Blvd.
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Fig. 6.12. Hydro Transmission Towers as visual
landmark along traffic routes

Utility strategy

This strategy tackles the issues dealing with hydro transmission and distribution lines

and poles. The distribution lines on the site are to be buried to reduce the need for

their integration into the landscape. Also, safety restrictions would be diminished and

environmental impact due to maintenance requirements should be vastly reduced if the

poles are put underground.

It is proposed that the transmission ROW, which is approximately 80 metres wide, is

overlapped with the street ROW. This unites the infrastructure visually and spatially so that

more land can be used for housing, retail and green space. The transmission poles can be

identified as landmarks and as visual cues for drivers on Bishop Grandin Boulevard.
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Pe¡lestrian Strategy

ln conjunction with the improved road system, the pedestrian routes follow urban and park spaces

for access to all activities and environments. These routes weave through the wetland areas, dip

under the major thoroughfare and connect with sidewalks that are part of the suburban street

system. Pathways extend east and west to be continued along the next stretch of the corridor

that is yet to be developed. These trails would be finished (usually asphalt and timber boardwalks

where necessary) to accommodate universal access needs, bicycles, and in-line skaters. The

intention is to encourage the alternatives to driving by providing recreational, educational and

socialexperiences along the way.
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The land drainage ditch, also known as the Navin Drain, will be changed from infrastructure to working

landscape by converting it to a series of wetland environments. The wetlands improve the cleanliness of

land drainage and stormwater, and create a difierent image by becoming a neighborhood amenity which

draws people and wildlife. The wetlands meander across the site to establish areas of ecological growth

and importance to prevent unwanted development near sensitive areas and where green amenity is a

priority over urban intensiflcation. The drainage pattem that is the result of neighborhood expansion is also

integrated into the system.

The wetlands will vary in size, depth and sunounding habitat to ensure the functions of the system to

include stormwater management, contaminant removal and wildlife habitat. Part of the designated wetland

should have a shallow water level to promote plant growth and even flow to support contaminant removal.

Approximately 70% of the water should be less than 15 cm deep. Wildlife habitat ponds should designate

half of the area to open water and half to shallow vegetated areas (France, 2003). The differences in water

depths will encourage a higher diversity in wildlife habitat and the types of contaminants removed (lbid).

Ecological patches and conidors are introduced to the site with wetland ponds, streams and vegetated

groups of native grasslands and trees to create movement routes and destinations for wildlife. The wetland

system and the vegetated habitats weave throughout the site to increase biodiversity in all areas. These



forested and grassland environments meander with the wetland and they work together to encourage

higher wildlife counts and increased biodiversity. These habitats join with existing patches and corridors for

a more connected vegetated environment.

Riparian plant species are encouraged to spread and, to prevent slope and bank erosion, the wetland is

narrowed to a meandering swale. The major thoroughfare becomes a bridge over the Seine River and

splits so the wetlands can be incorporated into the river system without culverts. Prairie Grass/ands are

reserved for areas close to Bishop Grandin Boulevard, the railway tracks, and below the transmission lines,

where trees are inappropriate for safety reasons. The grasslands are graded to create a view along the

corridor. They also sunound some of the wetlands as nutrient interceptor strips to absorb contaminants.

This continuous green landscape acts as a visual buffer between and around homes and can reduce

the noise of the major thoroughfare where forested areas are introduced. The wetlands and plant

environments respond to the spatial requirements of the transportation system, utilities, and the suburban

structure, and all of the components are pushed and pulled in reaction to each other.

The diversity of the new face of the land drainage system can provide a public amenity that is missing from

Winnipeg. The practical service of land drainage becomes a great source of aesthetic and educational

potential. lt is hoped that this Çpe of intervention will encourage people to be become engaged with the

cultural and ecological dimensions of their residential environment.
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Separating Traffic and Develoþing Habifá{
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Ecotooic"t stiitåÉi
Boardwalk throu!h Wetlanðó
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This practicum investigates the relationship between suburban development within a city and

the space of visible infrastructure. The goal was to explore the possibilities of transforming the

isolated relationship into one that encourages social and cultural interaction. Our dependence on

infrastructure should force us to acknowledge its significance by celebrating it in the places that

surround us. Each form of infrastructure can perform beyond its individual functions to potentially

improve the city landscape.

The objectives presented include an examination of the function and processes of infrastructure

systems to discover the design limitations of each structure. This research defined the restrictions

of each system so the design outcome became physically feasible and practical for future

development. These spatial limitations and conventions were tested to see how the patterns of

infrastructure could be integrated with the suburban setting by shifting land use and changing the

focal areas within the visual Iandscape. This exploration led to decisions concerning the increase

and decrease of community density to accommodate recreational and ecological enhancements

while improving human exposure to the significance of infrastructural elements.

The linear forms of the infrastructures included in the study were seen as fundamental tools in

establishing connectivity throughout the site. Otherwise disparate elements have been connected

so the gap formed by the infrastructure corridor is closed and the neighborhoods are joined by

common amenities. The major thoroughfare, the hydro transmission lines, and the land drainage

link spaces on a local and regional scale due to their continuation beyond the site boundaries,



across the city and into rural landscapes. The final objective was to make the space of

infrastructure meaningful and functional to the pedestrian and the driver, so that the site becomes

accessible on multiple levels.

The conceptual development of the project was determined by the issues on the site that I had

defined in the site analysis. The isolation of community, infrastructural and natural systems from

each other produced the concepts of shifting, weaving and integration.

The design strategies were developed on the site to demonstrate options for future suburban

and corridor developments in other Canadian cities. The design results were not intended to

be a feasible design recommendation for the study area, but exhibit conditions that could have

evolved if infrastructure was integrated into the suburban structure. This articulates, in turn,

the importance of the collaboration of many agencies, associations, designers, developers,

and community organizations in planning the future landscapes of the city. The prevention of

fragmented groups of suburban developments lacking productive dialogue with their economic,

social and cultural sources is possíble through thís collaboration.

Although the practicum addresses the public perceptions of infrastructure, it is difficult to

determine if a change would occur should the design be realized. A similar uncertainty relates

to the perception of health concerns associated with low frequency EMFs from hydroelectric

transmission lines. Because of this perception and inconclusive evidence of health threats, it is

questionable whether people would be willing to move closer to high voltage transmission lines.

Although the project proposes the relocation of the towers and cables away from most residential

structures, it is anticipated that some people would be influenced by their existence and make a



decision not to move nearby. Concerning the wetlands and stormwater systems, I believe they

would draw people to live near them as they would provide naturalized amenity and enjoyable

recreational landscapes.

Continued research that would advance the project to the next stage may include the application

of the strategies to the western part of the corridor or to other corridors around Winnipeg. This

would explore how the corridor could change on a continuous regional scale. Furthermore, an

examination of the change in perception towards the proposed suburban transformation may be

valuable to future approaches to development. New insight could transform the methods by which

Winnipeg and other cities expand for the benefit of humans and the environment.
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